
Iron
 fourth most abundant element in the earth's crust (second most abundant metal 

after Al)

 iron has been known for ca. 6000 years

 smelting and working of iron developed in Asia Minor around 3000 B.C.

 iron age started around 1200 B.C.

Iron ores:

world reserves of iron ores are estimated at 85 billion tons
1 Magnetite (Fe3O4)
2 Hematite (Fe2O3)
3 Siderite (FeCO3)
4 Iron pyrite (FeS2)

Industrial production of iron:

Principle: reduction of iron oxide ores with coke in a blast furnace
(note: sulfide containing ores must be roasted first!) 1



Definitions: pig iron  =  iron containing more than 1.7 % carbon

→ pig iron is brittle, cannot be worked and melts abruptly upon heating

steel =  iron containing less than 1.7 % carbon
→ steel is workable and softens gradually near its melting point

Production of pig iron (blast furnace process):

Blast furnace: 
 20-30 m high; 10 m diameter; volume: 500-800 m3

 produces ca. 1 million tons of iron per year from 
3.5 Mio tons of raw materials

 cone-shaped
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Blast furnace at the Maxhuette (Germany) 3



Blast furnace in Sagunto (Spain) 4



The blast furnace
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Blast furnace process: 

● furnace filled from top with alternating layers of coke, and iron ore with added flux 

 

flux: converts other minerals in ore to slag (calcium aluminium silicates) 

  if ore has SiO2 or Al2O3 (clay), lime (CaO) is added 

if ore contains CaO, acidic fluxes (SiO2 / Al2O3) are added 

● starting the furnace: 

first layer of coke is ignited with air (enriched in oxygen) 

→ 5.4 tons of air required per 1 ton of iron 

burning of coke: 2 C + O2 → 2 CO  H = - 221 kJ/mol 

→ reaction raises T to ca. 1600 ºC (ca. 2300 ºC where air enters) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=og-Pzzf2zdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2KlciJmJV8



The chemistry: 

● hot CO gas passes through neighbouring iron ore layer (mainly FeO, wuestite) 

● there: FeO + CO → Fe + CO2  

● next higher coke layer: CO2 + C → 2 CO    H = +173 kJ/mol  (Boudouard equilibrium) 

● next higher iron ore layer: CO reduces iron ores  

 

● in the higher layers (lower T): CO reduces iron ores to FeO, but not to Fe: 

 2 Fe2O3 + CO → 2 Fe3O4 + CO2 

 Fe3O4 + CO → 3 FeO + CO2 

● in the top layer: T too low for reduction to take place (top gas escapes) 

 

● carbon dissolves in the molten iron (lowering of melting point to ca 1150 ºC from 1540 ºC 

    for pure iron). 

● molten iron drips down through red-hot coke and collects in the hearth underneath the    

    lighter slag (protection of Fe from air oxidation) 
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Flow diagram of iron production
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pigs

Products of the blast furnace process: Pig iron, slag and top gas 

Pig iron:  

● 80 % of pig iron is used in steel production! 

● liquid iron contains ca. 2.5 to 4 % carbon, Si (0.5-3 %), Mn (0.5-6 %), P (0-2 %) 

● liquid iron removed from furnace from time to time through spout (tapping) 

● then delivered to steelworks as liquid or cast into pigs (pig iron blocks, cast iron) 

●  Grey pig iron: contains Si and is preferred for casting (low viscosity when molten) 

White pig iron: contains Mn is preferred for steel production 

Slag: mainly used as a road construction material, for mortars, concrete, and cement. 
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Tapping of a blast furnace

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bExLNE3KqHY



Steel production (1.6 Gt/a): 

● Pig iron is brittle and cannot be wrought or welded 

● to convert iron into workable steel pig iron must be decarbonized (C content < 1.7 %) 

 

Linz-Donawitzer (LD) Process (Basic Oxygen Process): 

● carbon and other impurities (Si, P, Mn, S, ...) are oxidized by pressing oxygen through a  

    lance into molten iron 
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● lining of vessel (crucible): CaO/MgO as lining and lime added to the charge to convert P2O5

    to calcium phosphates (Thomas slag -> important source of fertilizers!). 

● LD process leads to production of pure iron and oxide slag 

Si + O2 → SiO2  H = - 912 kJ/mol 

P + 1.25 O2 → 0.5 P2O5 H = - 746 kJ/mol 

C + O2 → CO2    H = - 394 kJ/mol 

(note: Si and P oxidize before C; heat generated by combustion of Si and P prevents 

solidification of Fe) 

● oxidation is complete in ca. 15 min. 

● crucible tipped to pour off the slag 

● carbon content now too low for steel: Re-carbonization with carbon containing mirror iron  

    or ferromanganese 

● other elements can be added to alloy the steel (Cr, V, Mo, Ni, ...)  
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Charging of the converter 14
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Collection of steel after conversion 16
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Secondary refining
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Casting of steel
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Wrought iron = high purity iron with all of the carbon removed
 quite soft and easily worked (has little structural strength)
 once used to make decorative gates and railings (today: mild steel is usually

used instead)

Mild steel = iron containing up to 0.25% carbon
 stronger and harder than pure iron
 used for nails, wire, car bodies, ship building, bridges, etc.

High carbon steel = steel containing up to 1.5% carbon
 very hard, but also more brittle (tends to fracture rather than bend)
 used for cutting tools and masonry nails (designed to be driven into concrete

blocks or brickwork without bending)

Alloy steel = contains other elements (Mo, Mn, …)
 Stainless steel: Cr, Ni
 Tool steel: W, Co

Types of iron / steel
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